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SYNOPSIS

Engineering Technologists in all areas of employment are likely to be involved in building
design and construction, and steel design, detailing and construction. This course therefore
seeks to introduce the student to these commonly encountered areas of civil engineering.
Steel Technology deals with weldability; fracture mechanics; fusion welding processes;
distortion and tolerances; weld defects and Non Destructive Testing; cutting of steel; bolting
technology; corrosion of steelwork. A broad overview is also provided of current building
construction practice, embracing the structural, architectural and building services aspects.

OBJECTIVES

On completion of this course, students should be able to:

• interpret information from site investigations and apply it in the selection of
appropriate building foundations;

• describe and differentiate the methods for the construction of building superstructure
using reinforced concrete, prestressed concrete, masonry, timber and steel;

• discuss the concepts of weldability and fracture mechanics of steel, differentiate
the various fusion welding processes, describe the forms of distortion in welded
members, and select appropriate methods to detect defects in welds;

• select and apply appropriate method for weather-, sound-, and fire-proofing
buildings; and

• determine the requirements for services within a building and the structural
requirements for the location of these services.
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TOPICS

Description Weighting (%)

1. Building Technology 50.00

2. Steel Technology 50.00

TEXT and MATERIALS required to be PURCHASED or ACCESSED:

Books can be ordered by fax or telephone. For costs and further details use the 'Book Search'
facility at http://bookshop.usq.edu.au by entering the author or title of the text.

Firkins, A. & Hogan, T. J. 1990, Bolting of Steel Structures, 3rd edition, Aust Institute of
Steel Construction, Sydney.

REFERENCE MATERIALS

Reference materials are materials that, if accessed by students, may improve their knowledge
and understanding of the material in the course and enrich their learning experience.

Jackson, H. & Ravingra, K. D. 1996, Civil Engineering Materials, 5th edition, MacMillan
Press Ltd, London.

STUDENT WORKLOAD REQUIREMENTS

ACTIVITY HOURS

Directed Study 39

Examinations 3

Field Trips or
Excursions

13

Private Study 70

Report Writing 30

ASSESSMENT DETAILS

Description Marks Out of Wtg(%) Required Due Date

ASSIGNMENT 1 200.00 20.00 Y 13 Sep 2002

ASSIGNMENT 2 200.00 20.00 Y 25 Oct 2002

PART B OF 3 HOUR CLOSED
EXAM

480.00 48.00 Y END S2
(see note 3)

PART A OF 3 HOUR CLOSED
EXAM

120.00 12.00 Y END S2
(see note 4)
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NOTES:

3. The 3 hour examination is in two parts. Part A requires an Examination Answer
Sheet. Part B requires an Answer Booklet. Student Administration will advise
students of the dates of their examinations during the semester.

4. The 3 hour examination is in two parts. Part A requires an Examination Answer
Sheet. Part B requires an Answer Booklet. Student Administration will advise
students of the dates of their examinations during the semester.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS

1 In order to pass this course you must score at least 500 of the 1000 marks total and
40% in each assignment and 50% in each of Parts 1 and 2 of the two part
examination. (Part 1 being Building Technology and Part 2 being Steel Technology).

2 The penalty for late submission of an assignment without legitimate reason (eg
illness substantiated by a medical certificate) is loss of marks to limits as follows
: (i) up to 1 week late - 20% of marks scored (applied prorata); (ii) over 1 week
late - 40% of marks scored or loss of all marks if feedback to other students may
potentially give you an advantage. Further details of documentation required with
a late assignment may be found in the Introductory Booklet.

3 For a passing grade, the standard of communication skills demonstrated must meet
or exceed a set minimum.

4 The due date for an assignment is the date by which a student must submit the
assignment to the USQ. The onus is on the student to provide proof of the submit
date, if requested by the Examiner.

5 Students must retain a copy of each item submitted for assessment. This must be
produced within five days if required by the Examiner.

6 In accordance with University's Assignment Extension Policy (Regulation 5.6.1),
the examiner of a course may grant an extension of the due date of an assignment
in extenuating circumstances.

7 In the event that a due date for an assignment falls on a local public holiday in their
area, such as a Show holiday, the due date for the assignment will be the next day.
Students are to note on the assignment cover the date of the public holiday for the
Examiner's convenience.

8 The Faculty of Engineering and Surveying will NOT accept submission of hand
written or typed assignments by facsimile, e- mail or computer diskette. Students
in remote locations who do not have regular access to postal services may be given
special consideration.

9 The final grades for students will be assigned on the basis of the aggregate of the
marks obtained for each of the assessments in the course.

10 A closed examination is an examination where the candidates are allowed to bring
only writing and drawing instruments into the examination.

11 The Faculty of Engineering and Surveying does not offer supplementary
examinations.

12 Students who have undertaken all of the required assessments in a course but who
have failed to meet some of the specified objectives of a course within the normally
prescribed time may be awarded the temporary grade: IM (Incomplete - Make up).
An IM grade will only be awarded when, in the opinion of the examiner, a student
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will be able to achieve the remaining objectives of the course after a period of non
directed personal study.

13 Students who, for medical, family/personal, or employment-related reasons, are
unable to complete an assignment or to sit for an examination at the scheduled time
may apply to defer an assessment in a course. Such a request must be accompanied
by appropriate supporting documentation. One of the following temporary grades
may be awarded IDS (Incomplete - Deferred Examination; IDM (Incomplete
Deferred Make-up; IDSM (Incomplete Deferred Examination and Make-up).
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